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Abstract
This research is an exploratory study with a qualitative approach, which is based on interviews with a task-based
the purpose of this study is to describe the understanding of elementary school students in interpreting sub
concept fractions in changing of the object is given to fractions with limit intervention. While intervention on
problems solving mathematical in a fraction of this is an attempt to change behavior, thoughts and feelings of a
person to develop the students’ knowledge in achieving the objectives of the fractions learning experience.
Keywords: interpretation, fractions, object, limit intervention
1. Introduction
This article discusses the learning of mathematics in elementary school (elementary school) about the basic
concepts of fractions by using media/props are believed to provide pleasure and understanding to students.
Learning by using media/props greatly assist the creation of learning in accordance with the demands of the
curriculum in 2013, namely: fun, contextual and meaningful through the steps of learning to observe, ask,
experimental/discovery, process the information and summarizing the results which were consistent with the
objectives.
Learning activities to recognize the concept of ordinary fractions will be more meaningful when it is preceded by
a story about the use of real objects e.g. eggs, apples, tomatoes, tofu, pancakes, followed by fractional block or
shaded paper. To avoid misunderstanding in assessing the concept of fractions and arithmetic operations on these
numbers we will need to pay close attention to sub concept of fractions. Sub concept is useful to guide the
understanding and give command of the facts, operations and principles of the fractions as an integral part of
mathematical objects.
According to Psychology Bruner (1966) learning will be more meaningful and more quickly achieve the goal if
it starts from the stage of concrete (enactive) that uses the real object, then semi-concrete (econic) the object that
replaced the image, and the last is abstract (symbolic) the grain which is only in the form of emblem/symbol that
only in the form of letters, or numbers only. According to Bruner if students are experienced math learning for
each topic with treatment by the third stage, the students will be able to develop knowledge far beyond what they
received from the teacher.
In the process of teaching the fifth grade students of SDN 2 Merjosari, teachers beginned by fractions ½ using
paper one sheet is cut into two equal parts, and they told his students “a piece of paper divided into two parts,
then the result is ½”, herein if No students ask “why ½?, why not the paper into two pieces?” On learning
activity it is seened that some of students do not understand the concept of fractions ½.
Then the learning continue after students acquired basic knowledge of the fractions concept, the teacher wanted
to measure students’ reasoning and the ability to apply the basic concepts of fractions. Those students were asked
to determine the fractional value as congruent parts of a whole based on the colors red, yellow and white as in
the Figure 1 below:
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Figure 11. Fraction valuue as part grouup congruent ppart
From Figuure 1 above sttudents answerred fractional value, is ½, 11/3 and ¼ withhout mentioninng the color in
n the
image. Altthough some students
s
know part of the ovverall concept, but the interppretation of theese students did not
know that the fractional value as part group congrueent part, is thee value ¼ of thhe red, the valuue ¼ of the ye
ellow
and the vaalue 2/4 of the white
w
color.
This exam
mple raises the possibility
p
of m
major problem
ms/conflicts in learning fractiions for the nexxt. If this cond
dition
is not recoognized by the teacher, then tthe conflict will lead to miscconceptions stuudents in learning fractions.
Students aare said to havve a thorough understandingg of the fractiions meaning if he can estaablish relationships
between thhe various intterpretations oof fractions. Inn addition, he also must bee able to estabblish a relation
nship
between thhe representatiion of the diffeerent fractionss (Cathcart, Poothier, Vance, & Bezuk, 20066). Representa
ations
may incluude oral or wrritten symbol, object manipuulation, imagee and real worrld situations. In addition to
o the
interpretattion and repreesentation of ffractions, otheer mathematicaal ideas that aare important to be built by
y the
students arre the parts thaat states do nott have to be coongruent or fracctional equal ssay (Fosnot & Dolk, 2002).
Based on tthis backgrounnd, the researcch question is: “How does ann understandinng of elementaary school stud
dents
in interpreet the sub conncept of fractiions in changing the objectt of which is given to fracctions with fin
niting
interventioon?” While thee purpose of thhis study is to describe the uunderstanding of elementaryy school studen
nts in
interpretinng sub fractioons in changinng the conceppt of the objject which is given to fraactions with Limit
L
interventioon.
Once the rresearch is donne, the results oof this study arre expected to be useful for:
a)

Contrribute to the development
d
oof the interpreetation of the students in unnderstanding tthe sub concept of
fractiions.

b)

Proviide inputs to thhe readers whoo are interestedd in this topic ffor further reseearch.

2. Literatu
ure Review
2.1 Conceppt of Fractionss
Clarke, Rooche and Mitchhell (2007) staates that the cooncept of fracttions is not a simple conceptt; the uniquene
ess of
the fractioons, which is different from
m the naturall numbers annd integers, soometimes makking it difficu
ult to
understandd students’ leaarning (Behr, L
Lesh, Post, & Silver, 1983; Kieren, 1976; Streefland, 11991) and mak
kes it
difficult too be introducedd to the studennts.
Learning aactivities to reccognize the cooncept of fractiions ordinary w
will be more m
meaningful whhen preceded by the
word probblems using conncrete objects e.g. apple andd melon. As cann be seen in Fiigure 2 below:
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F
Figure
2. Introdduce the conceept of fractionss using concreete objects
Figure 2 abbove, supposee an apple cut iin two equal paarts having a ffractional valuee ½ and two eqqual parts had been
cut again iinto each of thhe two parts toogether again, then the valuee of the pieces into ¼ and soo on. So is the case
with melonn.
Then proceed to introducce the conceptt of fractions uusing fractionall block as in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Introduce thee concept of fractions using ffractional beam
ms (Husna, 2012)
Fractional beam is shapped props piecces beam or a circle divided into severall sections. Thee size of the beam
b
fractions sstarting at 1, 1//2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/55 and so on.
Furthermoore shading paaper that states the area. Suuch as fractionnal 1/2 can bee demonstratedd by folding paper
p
circular orr square, so thee precise pleatts covering eacch other. The part that is follded open and shaded as dessired.
This can bbe seen in Figuure 4 below.
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(Sukayatii, 2003)

can be seen as in Figuure 5 below.

Figuree 5. Stating the concept of fraactional

,

, and

(S
Sukayati, 20033)

2.2 Fractioon Meaning
Accordingg to Musser, Burger,
B
and P
Peterson (20066), the fractionn has two meeanings, nameely (1) as qua
antity
expressed relative amouunt (relative am
mount), and (22) as a numbeer that has the emblem. As tthe meaning of
o the
quantity, iit states the nuumber of fracctional part off a number off equal parts. Quantities whhich are expre
essed,
among othhers, can be a long,
l
wide area, or volume. For example ffractional 2/3, as the relativee amount, fractional
2/3 can bee shown or exxpressed as thee area shaded or colored, reegardless of siize (small, medium, large), build
(square, reectangle, paralllelogram-paraallelograms, trriangles, circlees, or other shhapes), arranggement or loca
ation,
and orientaation or perspeective (in view
w of shading orr coloring partss: a flat, vertical, oblique, cuurved
Regardlesss of size (sm
mall, medium, large), shapee, compositionn, or orientation, all of thee following model
m
numbers sttated 2/3.

Figure 6. Fraactions based oon the quantityy to stating thee relative amouunt (Muhsetyo, 2014)
bol or numera
al (or
Fractions based on the quantity of sttating the relattive amount can be expresssed as a symb
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name), to indicate a relationship “many parts of the whole part of the same” (a part-to-whole relationship).
If p and q are numbers chopped and q ≠ 0, then the fraction

or p/q, showed p dividing by q equal parts

(equivalent), p is called the numerator (numerator) and q is called the denominator (the denominator).
Several studies have been conducted to investigate the difficulties in understanding and learning the material
fractions. Vale (2007) found that students will be more likely to make mistakes on a fractional operation if only a
fraction of learning material focuses on memorizing formulas and procedures for operating without sufficient
attention to the meaning of fractions. Part-whole relationship as a sub identifies key ideas and overall
understanding of fractions which will be interpretation in fractions (Kieren, 1988). In addition, the complexity of
the characteristics and stages of understanding the concept of fractions requires that made it can not be
understood in a relatively short period (Yusof and Malone, 2003). Further research conducted Clarke, et al. (2007)
found that the methods and learning strategies that are less precise can also contribute to the misconceptions
students.
According to Bell, Castello, and Kucheman (1983) the concept of fractions can be interpreted into seven ways,
namely:
a. Part group congruent part
Fractions as part group congruent part. Fraction

is interpreted as an area divided into b congruent parts and

pay attention to a part.
b. Part group non congruent part
Fractions as part group non congruent part. Fraction

is interpreted as an area divided into sections that are not

congruent b and pay attention to a part.
c. Part whole congruent part
Fractions as part whole congruent part. Fraction

is interpreted as a set consisting of b objects are congruent

and noticed an object
d. Part whole non congruent part
Fractions as part whole not congruent part. Fraction

is interpreted as a set consisting of b objects that are not

congruent and noticed a object.
e. Part group comparison
Fraction as part group comparison. Fraction

is interpreted as a relative comparison of two areas A and B. The

number of areas that are congruent to A is A, while the B as b.
f. Part whole comparison
Fraction as part whole comparison. Fraction

is interpreted as the ratio of the bunch is the comparison of the

relative number of objects in a set A with a lot of objects in a set B
g. Number line
Fractions as the number line. Fraction

is interpreted as a point on the number line. In this case, a unit on the

number line is divided into b equal parts, then point to note-a
The ability of representation is one of the standard math learning process should be developed and owned by the
students. These process standards should not be submitted separately to the mathematical material. Unfortunately,
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the repressentation is offten taught annd learned as if it stood alone without any connectioon in mathem
matics
(Depkdiknnas, 2005: 51). In fact, thee representation is expecteed to support the students’’ understandin
ng of
mathematiical concepts and
a relationshiips in communnicating mathem
matics, argum
ments, and an unnderstanding of
o the
other ideass, in recognizinng the relationnship between tthe concepts oof mathematicss (NCTM, 2000, p. 206).
2.3 Limit IIntervention
The term iintervention inn general is an attempt to chaange behavior,, thoughts and feelings (Marrkam, 2003). While
W
understandding the intervvention by Sam
mani and Hariyyanto (2011) aan action to deevelop an atmoosphere of learrning
interactionn that is designned to achieve the formation of character w
with the implem
mentation of a structured learrning
experiencee (structured learning
l
experrience). So inttervention in solving math
h problems aat a fraction is an
attempt to change behavvior, thoughts and feelings oof a person to develop the sstudents’ know
wledge in achie
eving
the objectiives of the learrning experience fractions.
3. Researcch Methods
This reseaarch includes exploratory reesearch with qqualitative appproach conduccted on 32 stuudents grade V SD
Negeri 2 M
Merjosari Mallang academic year 2014/20015 in the odd semester, where the subjecct has been and
d has
been learnn about fractioons. The mainn instrument iin this study is the researcchers themselvves and suppo
orting
instrumentts are Student Task Sheet m
material fractioons and completeness, intervview, audio-vissual, and transscript
data.
When it was obbserved directly by
Given the subject matterr of the researcch through thee student assignnment sheet. W
ed an
making nootes, also recoorded with auddiovisual. The matter obtainned from studeents representiing encountere
error in coonverting an obbject into fragm
ments. So that the students w
will serve as ressearch subjects.
Based on tthe results of sttudent work inn completing thhe task to exploore the subjectt of an intervieew about what,, how
and why reelated to a giveen problem andd the results as well as other ppossibilities thaat arise from thhe impact quesstions.
Interviewss were used in this study can be categorizedd as unstructurred interviews.
Selected uunstructured interviews becauuse researcherrs do not yet knnow what the answer will bee obtained from
m the
student annd the answer will
w be the starrting point of the developmeent of the quesstions that willl be followed up
u in
the form oof unstructuredd interviews.
4. Findinggs and Discusssion
Results off this research was elected off five collectedd students whoo were taken ffrom 32 studennts of SD Neg
geri 2
Merjosari grade 5 is useed as the subjeect of the reseearch is based on a wrong annswer in transsforming the object
o
into fragm
ments that repreesent fractionss as a ratio andd parts that aree congruent annd incongruennt of the whole
e or a
set of objeects which are given.
Results off interpretationn fractional ass part group ccongruent partt of the first suubject (S1) cann be seen from
m the
results of tthe students’ annswers, as shoown in Figure 7 below

Trannslate version

Figure 7. Quuestion answer 1 of S1
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Based on tthe results writtten by S1, thee researchers coonducted interrviews with S11 as follows
Researcher

: Is the fraactional value that you wrotee is correct?

S1

: It seems correct, sir.

Researcher

: How do you
y determinee the value of ssuch fractions in figure 7?

: Figure 7,
7 its value 3/1 blue to pink, ppink to blue 1/3
/3, blue against all 3/4 and 1//4 pink against all.
S1
Interpretattion of the resuults of interview
ws with S1 cann be seen in diiagram 1.
From this diagram 1 S11 finish the annswer is not inn accordance w
with the desireed answer to a fraction as parts
p
group conggruent part, beecause S1 provvide initial ansswer as follow
ws the number part of the whhole was 4 (N) with
a fractionaal value of bluue (B) to pink (P) is 3/1 visibble on furrow green arrow, a fractional vaalue pink to bllue is
1/3 look oof the groove blue
b
arrow, a ffractional valuue blue to all iis ¾ and pink to all is ¼ vissible on furrow
w red
arrows (red arrow groovve that settlemeent should be)..

Diagram 1. IInterpretation of the results oof interviews w
with S1

S1 the answerr is not in acccordance withh the settlemennt, the researcchers conducteed interviews with
Because S
Limited inntervention to S1
S the followinng
Researcher

: How maany part entirelly?

S1
Researcher

: 4, sir.
: How many parts the bblue ones? Hoow many parts of pink ones?

S1

: 3 blue annd pink there iis none.

Researcher

: Yes, welll, if the value oof the blue shaards how? Andd what is pink ffractional valuue?
(Limiteed interventionn)

S1

: Blue is 3/4
3 and 1/4 is ppink.

Researcher

: Very clever.

From interrviews researchhers using Lim
mited interventtion by S1 can be seen in diaagram 2 below:
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D
Diagram
2. Thhe results of intterviews S1 w
with limited inteervention
Once the iintervention iss Limited to S1 by the reseaarchers, the ressults are consiistent with thee desired answ
wer of
the questioon no one can see the plot onn diagram 2 onn the right side.
Next resullts interpret frractions as parrt group non ccongruent parrt of the seconnd subject (S2)) can be seen from
Figure 8.

Trannslate version

Figure 8. Quuestion answer 2 of S2
Based on tthe results writtten by S2, thee researchers coonducted interrviews with S22 as follows
Researcher

: Is the fraactional value that you wrotee is correct?

S2

: Yes, sir.

Researcher

: How do you
y determinee the value of ssuch fractions in figure 8?

S2

: Fractionns value in figuure 8, No 4 is bblue, the yellow
w are no 2. Then the blue
fractionaal value is 4/2, while for the yyellowis 2/44.

ws with S2 cann be seen in diiagram 3.
Interpretattion of the resuults of interview
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Diagram 3. IInterpretation of the results oof interviews w
with S2
From the diagram 3 loooks S2 interprret many partss of the wholee 6 (N) with a fractional vaalue of blue (B
B) to
yellow (Y)) is 4/2 indicatted by green aarrows groove while the yelllow to blue fraactional value is 2/4 indicate
ed by
grooves bllue arrows.
Because S
S2 wrong answ
wer is not in aaccordance witth the fractionnal value, the rresearchers connducted interv
views
with intervvention limitedd to S2 as folloows
Researcher

: How maany of the valuee whole?

S2

: 6, sir.

Researcher

: Yes. Welll if so, how is blue fractionaal value of the w
whole? (Limitted interventionn)

S2

: owh yes,, it’s 4/6. 2/6 fo
for a fractionall value that is yyellow .... hehee

Researcher

: Very goood.

m 4 below:
Interventioons conducted by researcherss of the S2 shoown in diagram

D
Diagram
4. Thhe results of intterviews S2 w
with limited inteervention
L
interveentions conduccted by researcchers of the S22 in question nno 2 in diagram
m 4, it
From the rresults of the Limited
appears that the S2 beginn to understannd the value off fractions as ppart group non congruent part to the blue is
i 4/6
and yellow
w is 2/6.
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Then the nnext result is the
t interpretattion of fractionns as part whoole congruent part of S3 cann be seen from
m the
answer to question no 3 below

Trannslate version

Figure 9. Quuestion answer 3 of S3
Based on tthe results writtten by S3, thee researchers coonducted interrviews with S33 as follows
Researcher

: Is the fraactional value that you wrotee is correct?

S3

: Yes, sir.

Researcher

: How do you
y determinee the fractionall value?

S3

: its orangge color was inn front of blackk and blue whiile the total off number 7, theen the
value off fractions
f
2/7.

ws with S3 cann be seen in diiagram 5.
Interpretattion of the resuults of interview

Diagram 55. Interpretatioon of the resultts of interview
ws S3
mber of parts is 7 (N) with a fractional vaalue of orange
e (O),
In the diaggram 5 visiblee S3 interpret ooverall the num
black (Bk)) and blue (B) is 2/7 indicateed by the flow arrows in bluee, green and puurple.
Because S
S3 wrong ansswer is not inn accordance with the fracctional value correspondingg to the colorr, the
researcherrs conducted innterviews with Limited intervvention to S3 aas follows
Researcher

: 2/7 the fractional
fr
value for the colorr orange or fraactional value overall?

S3

: Hmmmm
m seems to be oorange, sir.

Researcher

: Yes, so how
h many fracctional value off her black andd blue? (Limitted interventionn)

S3

: Oh yes, can
c I fix it, sir?

Researche

: Yes, Pleaase

S3

: For the orange
o
value ffractions is 2/77, 4/7 black annd blue colors 11/7

Researcher

: That’s riight.

Interventioons conducted by researcherss to S3 shown in diagram 6 bbelow:
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D
Diagram
6. Thhe results of intterviews S3 w
with limited inteervention
L
interveentions conduccted by researcchers of the S33 in question nno 3 in the diagram
From the rresults of the Limited
6, it appeaars that the S3 began to undeerstand the value of fractionss as part wholle congruent part to the oran
nge is
2/7, black is 4/7 and bluee is 1/7.
Then procceed with the interpretation oof fractions ass part whole not congruent ppart from S4 sshown in Figure 10
below:

Trannslate version

Figure 10. Quuestion answerr 4 of S4
Based on tthe results writtten by S4, ressearchers conduucted interview
ws with S4 thee following
Researcher

: How aboout the image 110?

S4

: Is it wrong, sir?

Researcher

: Try to annswer how much the value off the pieces?

S4

: 2/4 Orannge against blaack, black agaainst the 4/2.

Interpretattion of the resuults of interview
ws with the S44 can be seen iin diagram 7.
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Fractions

N=6

NBk = 4

NO = 2

4/2

2/4

Diagram 7. Interpretation of the results of interviews S4
In the diagram 7 visible S4 interprets many parts of the whole 6 (N) with a fractional value of the orange (O) to
black (Bk) is 2/4 indicated by the flow arrows in blue and fractional value of the black to orange is 4/2 indicated
by a green arrow groove.
Because S4 wrong answer is not in accordance with the fractional value corresponding to the color, the
researchers conducted interviews with intervention Limited to the following S4
Researcher

: What is the sum of that images a collection?

S4

: 6, sir.

Researcher

: Exactly. Then how many images are in black? And how many pictures are orange?
(Limited intervention)

S4

: The black is ones 4 and the orange is 2. The black fractions 4/6 and 2/6 orange, right sir?

Researcher

: great.

Interventions conducted by researchers to S4 shown in the diagram below 8:

Fractions

N=6

NBk = 4

NO = 2

2/6

4/6

Diagram 8. The results of interviews S4 with limited intervention
From the results of the Limited interventions conducted by researchers of the S4 at no 4 on the diagram 8, it
appears that the S4 begin to understand the value of fractions as part whole non congruent part to black is 4/6
and orange is 2/6.
While the next picture interpret fractions as the part group comparition of the S5 are shown in Figure 11 below:
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Trannslate version

Figure 11. Quuestion answerr 5 of S5
Based on tthe results writtten by S5, thee researchers coonducted interrviews S5 withh the followingg
Researcher

: How is Figure
F
11? Is ccorrect?

S5

: Yes, sir. Orange value is 2/6 and 4/66 is brown.

ws with S5 cann be seen in diiagram 9:
Interpretattion of the resuults of interview

Diagram 99. Interpretatioon of the resultts of interview
ws S5
In the diaggram 9 visible S5 interprets tthe fractions vaalue of orangee (O) is 2/6 inddicated by the fflow arrows in
n blue
and the fraactional value of
o brown (Br) is 4/6 indicateed by green arrrows groove.
Because S
S5 wrong answ
wer is not in aaccordance witth the fractionnal value, the rresearchers connducted interv
views
with intervvention Limiteed to S5 the folllowing
Researcher

: Do you know
k
the part ggroup comparrison?

S5

: No, I donn’t sir.

Researcher

: The ratioo is a compariison of the overrall, so how m
much is the imaage 11 fractionnal value?
(Limiteed interventionn)

S5

: owh, its value is 2/4 orr ½ right sir?

Researcher

: Exactly.

w:
Interventioons conducted by researcherss of the S5 shoown in the diaggram 10 below
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D
Diagram
10. Thhe results of innterviews S5 w
with limited inttervention
From the rresults of the Limited
L
interveentions conduccted by researcchers of the S55 in question nno 5 on the diagram
10, it appeears that S5 beegin to understtand the value of the part grooup comparitiion based on thhe orange to brown
is 2/4.
The next ppicture interpreet fractions as the part wholee comparison oof S3 are show
wn in Figure 122 below:

Trannslate version

Figure 12. Quuestion answerr 6 of S3
Based on tthe results writtten by S3, thee researchers coonducted interrviews with S33 as follows
Researcher

: What is your
y
answer inn figure 12?

S3

: fractionaal value in Figgure 12, its greeen color was oon top of a purrple color andd a
total num
mber of 7, thenn the value of ffractions is 3/77.

Diagram 111. Interpretation of the resullts of interview
ws S3
ws with S3 cann be seen in thhe diagram 11.
Interpretattion of the resuults of interview
In the diaggram 11 looks S3 interpret thhe fractional vvalue of green (G) is 3/7 indiicated by the fflow arrows in blue
and the fraactional value of
o purple (Pu) is 3/7 indicateed by green arrrows groove.
Because S
S3 wrong answ
wer is not in aaccordance witth the fractionnal value, the rresearchers connducted interv
views
with intervvention Limiteed to S3 as folllows
Researcher

: Do you know
k
about thee ratio?

S3

: It’s a disstribution, sir!
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: True or with other words the ratio is of = comparisons.
And what if the fractional value based on the ratio? (Limited intervention)

S3

: Oh yes, sir. 3/4 of is the value

Researcher

: You are very smart!

Interventions conducted by researchers to S3 shown in the diagram 12 below:

Fractions

NG = 3

NPu = 4

3/4

Diagram 12. The results of interviews S3 with limited intervention
From the results of the limited interventions conducted by researchers of the S3 in question no 6 on the diagram
12, it appears that the S3 began to understand the value of a fraction as the part whole comparition based on the
green to purple is 3/4.
The last picture interpret fractions as the number line shown in the students’ answers below:
Fractional

as the number line

Figures 7 and 8 above error interprets the fractional value of the primary colors (first/previous) is above as the
basis for determining the value of the fraction. Whereas in Figure 9 and 10 above error interprets the fractional
value of the second color as the basis for determining the value of such fractions by looking at other parts. Later
Figures 11 and 12 above interprets the fractional value in the second color as the basis for determining the value
of a fraction without seeing the whole.
5. Conclusions
Completion of the process of student answers appeared that students cannot understand fractions as ratios and
parts are congruent and incongruent of the whole or a set of objects which was given, it is seen from the inability
of students to write answers to a fractional value of the three categories in the discussion. Students interpreted
the fractional value soch as
1)

The dominant colors are located on top of the other colors to see part of the overall

2)

Colors are asked as part of other colors regardless of the whole.

3)

The combination of No. 1 and 2.

After the intervention of the settlement of the problem of students, then the problem can be solved with the
desired questions.
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